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Romulus and

written by men interested in their own story, and
comes under the suspicion cast upon it by the ordiof evidence. " This war history," says Gen. Trumbull,

"Like the feet of Chinese chil"is woven out of camp-fire yarns."
dren," he says, " our minds were crippled in infancy, and many of
since.
They are not as useful to us as
strengthened in infancy by the exercise of

them have been lame ever
they would have been

if

E.

The American

POWELL.

p.

scholar, E. P. Powell, gives his views

on "Language" in Nos. 24 and 26. He maintains that language, as a
means of communication, is possessed by all the animal creation,
even down to the lowest in the scale of being; that all communicate with one another; that all of them have a language to
express their wants and especially to express hunger.

This lies
because "organic develnecessitated in the direction of organic power to express

at the root of the principle of evolution,

opment
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Mr. Potter discusses the question

of the relation of individual existence to the aggregating

power

and well being of society. Nature in this matter should be our
teacher, and the spinal world-plan of nature is the method of difIt is

a process of concentrating the forces of existence

done through the process of self-preservation. This principle of selfism is means only, not an end. Without it there would
be stagnation, but the individual organism does not exist for its
own sake. Nature's aim is higher, broader, richer life. The end
is

of individual existence
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war
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nary rules
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toward exaggeration and falsehood; and he advises

teachers to strengthen the minds of pupils by the exercise of
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is

common

good, the general well-be-

and here is where the law of ethics and the obligations of religion bear upon social problems.
Individual self-interest and enterprise only furnish the rough materials for the meliorations
which mark the progress of the higher civilization.
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COPE.

D. Cope treats of " Evolution
anii Idealism," and finds in the evidence of evolution the refudoctrine
of
idealism.
He concedes that much of
tation of the
what we consider the objective world is unreal and has no existIn

23 Professor E.

we perceive it, like the snakes, for instance, to the
victim of delirium tremens; and he agrees that " the properties of
matter" owe much of their character, and even their existence, to
ence, except, as

which give matter all its qualities, or, at least, modify
and change them according to the number of our senses and their
ability to perceive. Yet, for all that, he says "If a given supposed
object be purely a mental state on the part of the subject, a

•our senses,

:

rational cause for the production of that state

With

great self-confidence. Professor

is

wanting."

Cope says

:

" Evolu-

tion gives the coup de grace to idealism of the consistent type.

In

two universal
It sees them interact and influence
facts, subject and object.
"
It is equally competent
each other," and further on he says
for the materialist to deny the existence of mind as for the

the gradual unfolding of organic

life it

:

sees the

W. D. GUNNING.

W.

D. Gunning's essay A'alzfiijamnu-r, in No. I, is a
sprightly, half humorous, half serious lay sermon, sending shafts
Katzenjammer is a
of light into the dark recesses of the mind.

Mr.

German word, whith means

cat-sickness, and denotes a malady of
body and mind which results from night-life. The owl, the nighthawk, the whip-poof-will and all the felines are night-prowlers.
Men also have gone astray with the cats and become nocturnal;
even Socrates, with all his virtues was somewhat addicted to Katzenjammer. Katzenjammer was a large factor in the decline of
Athens and the chief factor in the fall of Rome. What a Katzenjammer's-band was that of Cataline! What Katzenjammer was that
of Nero fiddling in the light of burning Rome! Struggle for life

drove one

member

of

a certain family higher into

the

air,

and another into the ground. The sun-seeker gained in eye and
brain, the earth-burrower lost its eyes and retained only brain
enough to guide it through the ground. Such are the fates of the
mole and the bat. Igdrasil the tree of life has been pushing its
human fruit inward to the shade. We want a peripheral humanity
lit by beams of science and sweetened and mellowed by active rays
of the sun of righteousness.
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all

these strange

the subject not only of curious

but of scientific inquiry.
Htn-.

There needs no ghost, my

To

tell

lord,

come from

(Hamlet,

Why

the grave.

us this.
I.

So. IV.)

should a fchost come from the grave, or from

some other

no earthly reason? But this
there be any ghosts at all?
In these days of rapid transit and the electric telegraph,
needs there a ghost to tell us that our great grandfather, or a rich relative, died the night before?
Mr.
Edison's phonograph has made the coming of a ghost
from the grave wholly unnecessary, and quite out of
place.
For now, the voice of the Cock-Lane Ghost
might speak to us from the eighteenth century with
all the reality of a living voice, and besides, no one
need be frightened half out of his wits.
Ghost stories! their name is legion. How shall we
classify them?
How shall we compare them! These
stories are so numerous, so complex, and so arbitrary,
that they seem to defy any sort of arrangement. They
range from stories about ghosts taking the shape
of cats and dogs, to stories about spectral figures,
"arm'd at point exactly, cap-a-pie "; from the sounds
of an invisible wood-cutter's axe in the forest, to the
awful clanking of chains and the terrible rattling of
windows and doors at midnight in an old English
county house; from the spirits that come when the*
is

like

silent place, for

asking,

why should

"medicine-man" or the "medium "-man
up, to the sprites that
calling.

Yet,

we

calls

them

come when they like, without
is some method in all

believe there

these seemingly inconsistent stories.

We

might point
out that, those stories which Bushman and Hottentot
tell of
ghosts coming as Kangaroos and as Serpents, are only on a par with those stories which
German and English peasants tell about Gabriel
coming with his "hell-hounds." We might go on and
remark that savages in Australian bushes have been
warned by their fathers' ghost, just as the Duke of
Buckingham was warned by the ghost of Sir George
Villier's, his father. We might inquire whether a Keneka savage and Lord Lyttleton, both of whom were informed of coming death by ghostly visitation, are not
"in the same tale." Finally, we might find that spirits "manifest" at an Esquimo or Maori seance the
same as at an exhibition given in the dark by the Fox

Here, let me begin by setting forth what is the
general object and scope of our present inquiry. It
will not be our object to account for every detail of
every wild and senseless ghost story. But I shall take
for

granted the general principle, that stories about

ghosts were born of the savage fancy, which conceived

among

other things, the power and permanence of the

souls of the dead; that these stories have been retained
for the

most part by rude and uncultivated people, by

the Folk. Holding, then, that ghost stories were evolved

by persons in the savage mental status, we shall regard the wild and senseless part simply as a "survival."
Thus, my thesis in general will be that the
supernatural stuff oi ghost stories, the belief in the existence of the souls of the dead,
in the possibility of

—

dead re-appearing in the form of anithe human form, in the power of the "medi-

the spirits of the

mals or in
cine-man" or of the "medium " to exorcise the spirits,
and in the presence of spiritual creatures that 'walk the
earth unseen,'
is more or less the same all over the

—

world.

But let not the timid reader be frightened by the
somewhat formal phrases which I have been obliged
The method and scope of
to use in this exordium.
this essay
est
to

can best be stated in the simplest and plainThus the method we propose to apply

English.

ghosts and ghost stories will be the so-called

parative

Method.

Bj^ this

method we

Com-

collect

the

ghost stories of the civilized and the uncivilized folk,

We

and point out the elements they have in common.
thus place a Hottentot, Esquimo, or Indian ghost storj'
side b}' side with a Negro, German, or English tale
of like character.

Such

is,

we

think, the true

method

of Folk-lore.

Let us grant, at the outset, that the straight and
narrow path .to Ghostland lies through Dreamland.
Let us also grant that the savage draws no hard and
fast line between dreams and realities, or, as Schoolcraft well puts it, "a dream or a fact is alike potent in
the Indian mind." One of the earliest ghost stories in
There
literature is told in the Iliad (XXIII, 70-100).
the shade of the unburied Patroclus appears to the
great Achilles in a dream. ^"And Achilles sprang up

THE OPEN COURT.
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marvelling, and smote his hands together, and spake
a

word

House

the

Ay me, there re-appeareth
Hades a spirit and phantom

woe;

of

of

'

albeit the life be not

hath the

spirit

anywise therein: for

of hapless Patroclus

then even

in

of the dead,

all

me

in

everything

Very few

about "laying the ghost" have

stories

have not survived the shock

Ages come numerous

speak, of the early ghost story.

tolled bells

I

Now,

Homeric

this

the belief of early
distinct

man

show

was

Then came
M. Fustel de Coulanges has so well
shown, that a wandering spirit became a malevolent
spirit; it frightened the living hy gloomy apparitions,
and warned them to give sepulchre to the body.
larva or ghost unless properly buried.
the belief, as

Hence, we take, first, stories about "laj'ing the
ghost." Every precaution was taken to keep the ghost
from troubling the living. The Australian cut off the
right thumb of a dead enem}', so that his ghost could not
draw a bow.f The Algonquin Indians beat the chamber
in which the man died with sticks,;); while the Chinese
knocked the floor with a hammer. § Some precautions
taken to keep the ghost away were very odd, but quite
effective.
The efforts to deceive the ghost, though
Mr. Ralston relates
childish, were quite ingenious.
how in Russia the peasants barricade the house and
hang a sharp knife over the door. Plutarch curiously
asks: "When a man who has been falsely reported to
have died abroad, returns home alive, why is he not admitted by the door, but gets up on the tiles, and so
lets himself down the chimney into the house? \
I.

,

||

to return

at

to our ghost stories.
full

The younger

description of a haunted house

Athens, in which the ghost startled people by what

seemed the

rattling of chains.

Athenodorus, the philit out

corded
nish

told in the Alostellaria of

Principles of Sociology, Vol. I. part I, chapters 11-15. Primitive Culture,
N'ol. I. Chapters 4-5.
Mr. Spencer's theory of the origin of religion is that it
sprang from the worship of the ghosts of ancestors.
Prim. Culture, Vol. I. p. 451.
tBrineon, "Myths of the New World,"
Gray's
China, Vol. I. p. j8o.
§
t

\

Roman

t See article

in

Popular Science Monthly, September,

answer.

re-

In the latter case, the ghost was "laid" by

We

now

The

take, for comparison, a class of stories

first story,

un's Historia
It

we

take, is a translation from Sahag-

General de

reads as follows;

las Cosas de

"When

so any

Nueva Espana.

man

heareth the

sound of strokes in the night, as if one were felling
trees, he reckons it an evil boding. And this sound they
(the Mexicans) call Youaltepuztli, which signifies the
'midnight-hatchet.' This noise cometh about the time
of the first sleep, when all men slumber soundly, and the
night is still. The sound of strokes smitten was at first
noted by the temple servants, at the hour when they go
in the night to make their offering of reeds or of boughs
of pine .... Whenever they heard such a sound as one
makes when he splits wood with an axe, they hear hence
an omen of evil, and were afraid, and said that the sounds
were part of the witchery of the Tezeatlipoca, that
often thus dismayeth men who journey in the night."
Then the learned Spanish missionary goes on to
relate how, one warrior braver than his fellows, came
up to the cause of the sound; how he caught it; and
behold! "it was a man without a heart, and on either
side of the chests two holes that opened and shut, and

made the noise."
Now, has this ancient ghost
Yes, more than one.

story any modern parLet us now compare

with this Mexican story of the "Youaltepuztli" a story

"midnight-axe" from the Galapagos Islands, as
by De Quincey. The gist of the story is as follows:
"There was some old tradition and I know
not but it was a tradition dating from the times of
Dampierf that a Spaniard or an 'Indian settler in
of the

told

—

'''

1S85, for the

have not yet died

ghost" within a few years are

—

p. 140.

Quasst., V.

stories

In the Folk Lore Journal* two folk

— the one a Birmingham story, the other a Cor-

tale.

II.

allel?

is

we have

which ghosts are heard, not seen. These tales have
a very wide range. Some of them seem to be explainable, while others, on an)' theory, seem to be inexplicable.
I shall offer for consideration stories which the
American Society for Psychical Research might investigate with success and profit.

so

story

Again,

away by the celebra-

in

where it disappeared. The
next day a search was made, and a grave found. The
bones were burned and the ghost never appeared again.

A somewhat similar

Such

by

the prayers of a clergyman.

osopher, hired the house, and one night followed
to a spot in the courtyard,

solemn mass.

stories of "laying a

a

Thus, the soul of the unburied
Patroclus must forever wander under the form of a-

But

tion of a

the Middle

So, too, priests

keep away the ghost.

out in England.

spirit.*

Pliny gives a very

to

separate and
Both Mr. Spencer and Mr.
ghosts from the phenomena of

that the soul without a burial place

wandering

From

sprinkling holy water over the grave.
stories of ghosts being frightened

Tylor derive the belief in
dreams, of swoons, of catalepsy, of ecstasy, of visions
produced by narcotics, and of other kindred phenomena.
Both have adduced a vast amount of evidence
to

of time.

tales of ghosts being "laid"

story also serves to illustrate
in a soul or spirit

from the body.

body had not been placed

survived, because the beliefs from which they sprang,

should do, and wondrous like his living self it
Here, then, we have the framework, so to
seemed.' "
that

its

the ground and proper rites performed.

night long

stood over me,

wailing and making moan, and charged

Plautus, where a spirit was obliged to wander and to
frighten people because

t

Vol. v. pp. 23

An

and

261.

early traveler and writer.

THE OREN
had been murdered

this island

some

rovers

of the lawless

pure wantonness by

in

who frequented

felling jungle;

been listening

this soli-

tary archipelago. .. .attested by generations of seavagabonds, that every night, duly as the sun went
down and the twilight began to prevail, a sound arose
audible to other islands and to every ship lying quietly at anchor in that neighborhood
of a wood-cutter's axe .... Sturdy were the blows and steady the
succession in which they followed; some even fancied
they could hear the sort of groaning respiration which

—

It

'

sun had

set;

but uniformly at

may be

tion to those

soon
that time his

felling timber.
I

made no

Shutting

my

ears to the disturbance,

E

suddenly started up, when I laid a detaining grasp upon his arm, murmuring that there was
no need to think of rising at present it must be quite
tience,

—

and the kitchen-cooly was doubtless cutting firewood in good time. E
responded in a tone of slight
contempt that no one could be cutting fire-wood at
that hour, and the sounds were more suggestive of

early,

"Autobiographic Sketches," Vol.
Ibid. p. 356.

2,,

p. 353.

(Boston Ed.,

1880.)

Pink was the nickname of De Quincey's brother.

the old

Wood

I would briefly call attention
which musical sounds, " some-

The savage is keenl}' alive and sensitive
hidden sounds of nature. To his ear the air
In the soughing of the
is full of supernatural noises.
tree-tops he hears the moans of a hapless spirit, while
in the pounding drops of the waterfall he hears the
drum-beats of a warlike demon or angry bogey.* A

may be found in the last number of
ihe/ournal of American Folk-lore. Mr. Chamberlain

story of this class

'

sign until, with an expression of impa-

the sounds of

times a thousand twangling instruments," are ascribed

Cingalese Folk-lore.

and I awoke to the consciousness that they proceeded
from a belt of the adjacent jungle, and resembled the
noise that would be produced by some person

tht-

mur-

the spirit of a

In this connection

III.

compare both the Mexican and Gal-

midnight-axe story current in
This storj', called " The Mystery of the Pezazi," is told by Mrs. Edwards in
Macinillan's Magazine for 1880. An abridged account
of the mystery (quoted by Mr. Lang in "Custom
and Myth ") may here be given: " I lay, on the
night in question, tranquilly sleeping, but gradually
roused to a perception that discordant sounds disturbed the serenity of my slumber. Loth to stir, I
still dozed on, the sounds, however, becoming, as it
seemed, more determined to make themselves heard,

who heard

to a class of stories in

the morning, and as the sound grew louder, and thereby seemed to draw nearer, poor Pink's ghostly panic
grew insupportable."*

'

to

man's axe.

to all the

Lastly, let us

these

do you exmidnight tree-cut-

dered Spaniard; that, in ancient Mexico, they are asman without a heart? Frankly speaking,
I simply leave the explanaexplanation.
I make no

increased towards three or four o'clock in

apagos story with a

of

How

cribed to a

less.

it

m)

ting are attributed to a Pezazi, or ghost; that, in

Galapagos, they are referred

to spirits.

that

What do you make

asked:

plain that, in Ceylon, the noises of

Three hours after sunset his noise
had increased, and generally at midnight was greatSometimes the case varied thus
est, but not always.
far:

dreams, but soon sufficiently awaken-

three stories of the midnight-axe?

De Quincey adds some further particulars:
"The wood-cutter would begin his operation
was

had

During our conversation
the noises became more distinct and loud; blow after
blow resounded as of the axe descending upon the
tree, followed by the crash of falling timber."

secution."*

noise

I

them.

imagination, but a reality.

.

after the

and he then inquired how long
to

ing to the fact that they were no xn&xe, phantoms of

made by men who use an axe, like those who in the
town ply the three-man beetle of Falstaff as paviers.
The close of the story was that after, I suppose, ten or twelve minutes of hacking and hewing, a
horrid crash was heard, announcing that the tree, if
tree it were, that never yet was made visible to daylight search, had yielded to the old Woodman's per.

my

them with

is

.
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"Now, thoroughly aroused, I replied that I had
heard the sounds for some time, at first confusing

—

'

COURT.

writes:
" The caverns in the hills around Burlington Bay
and the head of Lake Ontario were looked upon by
One of
the Mississaguas as the abodes of spirits.
these, at the foot of a steep precipice, from which the
sounds of explosions were often heard, was called by
them Manito all 7vig7vam (the house of the devil). At
the foot of a hill near the Credit village was a deep
'

Here, the Indians said, a

hole in the water.

was often heard

We

to sing

and beat

place side by side with

renowned

traveler,

his

spirit

drum."

this, a story told

by

tliat

Marco Polo:

"Marvellous, indeed," he writes, "and almost
passing belief are the stories reported of these desert
phantoms, which are said at times to fill the air with
choral music from all kinds of instruments, from

drums

to

the clash

of

arms,

so

that

ofttimes

a

whole caravan are ooliged to close up their open
ranks and to procetd in compact line of march."
It

is

not necessary to spend

eproduce any combination of s
in the natural world.

"—Hawe

much time on

this

Music is the creation of man. He does
nds he has ever heard or could possibly
"Music and Morals." p. 18,

THE OR EN COURT.
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We

class of stories.

content ourselves by citing two

well-known instances.
One story is about the

Drummer

of

Tedworth.

Mr. Mompesson of Tedworth hearing a drum beaten
one day, inquired what it meant. The bailiff told
him that the people had for some days been
troubled with an idle drummer. Mr. Mompesson sent
for the man, carried him before a magistrate, and took
the

drum

to his

own

house.

Mompesson's

After that

family were badly frightened by midnight

drumming

— sometimes

lay,

room where the drum

in the

some-

times on the house-top.

The other
heard a

spirit play a

how

Fastini, the musician,

solo of singular beauty

and composed a similar piece

violin

his other compositions.

" Devil's

on the

He

far superior

to

called the piece the

Sonata."

IV. Again,

to multiply stories of

this

But we conclude by giving a story which,
we know, is a quaint bit of superstition.

folk.

as

kind

savage ear

is

preternaturally

He

so far
It

is

printed in Grant's "Superstitions, Demonology, and

Popular Delusions."
" The mysterious lights in the Gulf of St. Lawrence
which are believed by mariners to be warnings of
great tempests and shipwreck, were unusually brilliant
in 1878.

It is

said to be

a,

fact, established

summer

these lights blaze

nights, the

phenomena are inThey give to the
a ship on fire. The

variably followed by great storms.

spectators on the shore the sight of
fire itself

seems

to consist of

now dancing high above
paling,

moving further out

blue and yellow flames,

the water, and then flickering,

and dying out, only

spring up again with

to

a boat approaches,

If
is

by the ex-

when

perience of a century, that

fresh brilliancy.

the

if

would be easy

brightly in the

tells

After the spectre vanished, Fastini took his

violin.

all

story

It

current in the lore of both civilized and uncivilized

pursued

in vain.

it flits

away,

The lights

are

sees (dozing

plainly visible from the. shore from midnight until two

or awake) things which bear " no impression of the

in the morning. They appear to come from sea shoreward, and at dawn retire gradually, and are lost in the

acute, his vision

unusually keen.

is

We

have a class of stories in which
the ghosts assume the appearance of a fire or bright
light.
Some of these stories are well worthy of the
thing

it

attention

was."

of

the

Psychical

Society.

In

his

''Tales

and Traditions of the Eskimo^'* Rink says, that the
I nue, or spirits, " have
the appearance of a fire or
He
bright light, and to see them is very dangerous."
then adds that they foreshadow " the death of a relative. "t
Many readers of the Odyssey will remember
the scene where Telemachus cries out, when the god
dess Athene, unknown to him, enters the room: "Surely,
a great marvel is this I behold! Me seemeth that the
walls of the hall, and the fair spaces between the pillars, and the beams of pine, and the columns that run
aloft are bright, as it were with fiaming fire." (XIX.
-

21-50.)

we may compare the scene in King
where Gloster's torch being seen in the
" Look! here comes a
distance, the Fool exclaims:
walking fire," whereupon Edgar replies: "This, the
foul fiend Flibbertigibbet; he begins at curfew, and
With

Lear

this story

(III. 4)

walks

till

the

first

cock."

Even

into

English poetry

the story of
"

A wandering

fire

Kindled through agitation to a flame

Which,

oft

they say,

some

evil spirit attends,"

has found secure lodgment. Milton seems to identify
this spirit with the well-known " Will-a-wisp," " Peg-alantern," "

Robin Goodfellow," and other similar

fig-

ures in English folk-lore.

The negro story of the ghost of the blacksmith
hovering as a bright light in the air will be found in
Mr. Harris's "Une/e Remits" (No. XXXII).

morning

pilot, who took charge of the
under Admiral Sir Hovenden Walker
when it sailed up the St. Lawrence to seize Quebec,
in 171 1, declared he saw one of these lights before
that Armada was shattered by the dreadful gale on the
22d of August. The light, he said, danced before his
vessel all the way up the gulf.
Every great wreck
that has taken place there since Sir Hovenden Walker's calamity has been preceded, if tradition is to be
believed, by these mysterious lights, and the}' have
thus warned the mariner of fatal storms."*
V. We take next a class of savage ghost stories
which, for obvious reasons, are hardly ever found in
modern folk-lore. We allude to those tales where
ghosts make their debut in the form of animals. An
animal ghost story is usually a relic of the Totem

British fleet

stage of culture,

well-known English story a mysleri
tiements jtist before the noble proprietors di<
a

I

from the

lofty

ba

—a

relic of the

time

when men

traced

from a beast, a bird, or a serpent, when
animals were worshipped and feared as divine spirits,
as gods.f
It is now hard to find peasants who do
not make their bogeys something better than cats
and dogs. Yet, in Miss Burne's book on "Shropshire Folk-Lore," there is an odd story of the Squire
of Bagley, who, after his death, came as monstrous,
savage bull. His body was laid in a church where he
their descent

cracked the walls by his strength. "There are believers in this story," sa)'S Miss Burne, "who affirm
that,

come
*
t

tin

mist.

"Paradis, the French

were the stone to be loosened, the bull would
forth again by many degrees worse than he

Page 638.
See McLennan's essay,
,"

"The Worship

of Animals," "

Totems and To-

Fortnightly Revicui, 1869. Also his " Patriarchal Theory," pp. 128-452,

Lubbock. "Origin of Civilization, Chap. V,

etc.
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Stories of lycanthropy have been col-

at first."
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gruesome and
need not be repeated here. For example, one French
writer has published a volume of modern French
peasant stories about ghosts showing themselves in
lected by a

of retailers of the

the form of beasts.

But such ghost

They show

the persistence of those low grades of thought and
feeling that characterize primitive and uncivilized

com-

Just as the refined Greek would not "let

munities.

ape and tiger die," so the rude peasant on heath or by
sea will not willingly let ghost and goblin die.
He
can no more help trembling at shades and shadows
than the horse can help trembling at the sound and
smell of a wild beast.
{To

be continued.)

MATHEMATICS AND LOVE.
BV *

been justly regarded as the classic
consummation of Greek verse. It was developed from
the dactylic hexameter shortly after the time of Homer.
The first line is an heroic hexameter, which is divided
in the second or third foot by a caesural pause. In the
second line, the first half of the hexameter as far as
is

sideration of ever}' sort.

The

fifth

half-foot

But while
rhymes

was the

in

lieu

the places where one long syllable

of

more

specific

is

allowed to take

the place of two short ones.

a b

l>

a

sonnet the two parallel members

— a b b a) come

first

in

Yet, as a matter of fact, the penta-

meter has exactly as many bars J or meters as the
hexameter has, for at the close of each of the two divisions of the pentameter there occurs a pause of half

in the distich,

on the contrary, the dactylic hexameter,

being the original unity, precedes and

is

afterwards re-

solved into two coordinate parts, which are formed by
the

component

rhymes

is

becomes appropriate

distich in its finished brevity

and epigrammatic thoughts

antithetic comparisons,

musical characters, the distich reads

as follows:

into the spirit

t " Posthumous Humanity." By M. D'Assiei. Translated by H. S. Olcotl.
London 1885,
A foot is the ultiX A meter in prosody is comparable to a bar in music.
mate unit of measure, be it dactylic, iambic, or trochaic, etc. Iambic meters
:

eaiura.

is

may

feel the

manifest in science.

its

feet,

^—

;

but in the dactylic hexameter, a meter

foot.

first

and

the poet, in turn, enter

poetry of science.

And no

science

is

Though

everywhere

more

closely

akin to the spirit of poetrj' than Mathematics, in

two

hold (t

moveable.

)

in the

of

According to a widely prevailing notion. Science
and Poetry are two unconnected branches that have
nothing in common with each other. But this is a
prepossession wholly unfounded. As Science can submit all things to a rigid investigation and exact scrutiny, so may poetry draw inspiration and enthusiasm
from all that moves or thrills the human heart. As
the psychologist may analyze the warmest feelings of

in itself science is not poetry, yet poetry is

(or bars) consist of

to

the aphoristic utterance of sentiments, pointed and

length.

The

Conse-

its elegance and euphony
adapted to reflection and meditation, the

the poet's soul, so too

*

Thus,

divisions of the pentameter.

synthetic; the distich, analytic.

is

a bar's length, just as at the close of the last foot of
the hexameter there occurs a pause of a quarter-bar's

has but one

order and

every description.

The second line of the distich is called a pentameter or five-measure line, as consisting of twice five

in

the

afterwards unite in a third part to a completed whole,

1

serve to explain the distich, and shows

Expressed

to

classic

quently while the sonnet with

The adjoined diagram,

half-measures.

many ways comparable

in

is

distich

in the

(the

of

will

As the

the sonnet
f

twice repeated.

rules,

distich

form of ancient
Hellenic verse, so is the sonnet the classic form of
the Italian Renaissance.
Both are very precise and
Like the sonnet, the distich cannot
rigidly defined.
be sung to music; for the very reason, perhaps, that it
contains the element of harmony in so high a degree
that music can do no more to enhance its musical
sonnet.

DISTICH.

distich has

the ccesiira at the close of the

This form of verse is styled Elegiac by the Greeks
and has been employed for contemplation and con-

character.

*

»

THE ELEGIAC

The

cdJ-MJj.iiL[jjj|jJi|T-

stories are interesting only as strik-

ing examples of intellectual "survival."

middle of the hexameter, corresponding

varied

applications,

particularly

all

Mechanics and

Statics. The Mechanics and Statics of emotional life,
while they are scientifically investigated by the philosopher in his psychological studies, receive in poetry
an audible expression, which can be measured, in the

to the

rhvthm

of verse.

THK OPEN
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It
Mathematics is the prosody of the Universe.
explains to us the laws that control the rhythmic harmony of the great world-poem, as well as those that

human

regulate the beating of the

And

heart.

AB = a
ABCD = a2
ABCDEFGH =

in in-

troducing, here, the science of mathematics into the

domain

we can choose no more appro-

of poetic art,

—the elegiac distich.

Wedlock is life to its cube.

way

as

to

all

the

preserve the same

The mathematical line, being the proa symbol of life. The plane, being prod-

in all instances.
is

the third

cube

to its

Where
Thus

life; it is

the living material which raises the

dome

two sides

the affection

potenuse

The

that of a right angle,

is

And

of a family circle,

new

generations arise.
for the grandest of

buildeth the temple of man.

spontaneous growth

its

5.

THE

CIRCLE.

of humanity.

If the inclination

the hypotenuse represents

it is

Contents

appears as the sphere

one's self-hood,

Accordingly,

among

in

which an

The

tri.

ngle)

beyond the

leading idea of these verses

^R

R

2 ir

relation

its

is

and secant

Thou

that mutual affection

is

expressed in the

and

reality,

art the central idea of all

o

If,

(being

How

my

last

which

is

be a congruence of mathematical and mechanical law with

epi-

Call

seen

all

the

thus perfectly harmonizing the logical thought

thought and existence,

I

the circumference were.

concordant the circle would close as by magic agreement!

it

would be

to

spell-interwoven in one.

whatever you choose; alliance,

Duty, fulfillment, or bliss

Try

my

love, in thy life

Aptly, two fortunes

circle of self-hood.

as being the perfect unity of order

facts of existence,

(Radius)

indi-

and co-tangent are the relations

each other;

to

the hypotenuse of a right-angled
that carries the individual

A'

and the whole world of personal

to the radius of one's world; tangent
lives

=

the trigonometrical functions, sine

represents the other side of the right-angled triangle in

two connected

C5

Circumference =i--k

the basis of their relation.

is

vidual lives;

of the

AC=

individuals bear to one another; the hy-

that two

circle naturally

interests.

to

home

glow

cube be employed as a stone

will the

the solid building-stone,

triangle accordingly symbolizes a fixed relation.

gram

the hallowed

in the fireside

importance

happiness solid appears

angle represents the inclination between two lives; and a

An
of the

is

in substantial

love,

structures,

The cube being

field for his activity.

power symbolizes family

expands

THE TEMPLE.

4.

Life

uced by the second power (a^), represents love which widens
man's interests and affords a

It

Based on the square of our

of twelve epigrams,

Throughout the following cycle
similes are strictly applied in such a

duct of a moving point,

a3
l_C

PREFATORY REMARK.

meaning

\-

1

most elegant metrical creation of

priate form than the

Greek antiquity

THE CUBE.

3.

—

love,

decipher the problem and, then,

Learn!

of our bi:ains with the deepest emotions of our hearts.

it is

if

will suffice.

you search for

its

reason,

holding control of the world

ruled by the law

6.

harmony, concord.

none of the terms

THE RIGHT-ANGLED TRIANGLE.
C

THE MATHEMATICAL LINE

V

The

C

B
Like

is

A

of

line

/"which

the product

i.

a point moving

A CB

= go" or a right angle.

the hypotenuse.

in the direction of C.
to, infinite

a and

/'

Love

the hypotenuse

the sides.

regions.

constantly moving along.

geometrical point,
line

is

c

a function that comes from, and wanders

Ever producing a

AB is

on the path of unlimited progress.

Past and future at once

2.

are in the present contained.

H

A
Our

inclination

is

is

and we are the

my

beloved,

right as the angle between.

right,
7.

THE SQUARE.

sides,

SINE.

AB = a
AB. AC = ABCD
Sine

is

As

Love

is

a life to

its

square.

'Tis the

Man's aspirations; the plane

second potential that widens
gives his endeavors a field

Know

thy bosom, adored one, thy heart and thy soul, thy all-being.
to the radius

it

stands

here in this circle of ours

that the radius forms the hypotenuse

Symbol

of holiest love.

—

which has appeared as

Radius createth our world

THE OREN COURT.
8.

TANGENT.

tang.

T.'^NGENT the function

is

COSMICAL ORDER.

'/

called of the sides that are touching each

other;

And

in the tangent,

9.

my

dear,

one

in

the other exists.

TANGENT AND CO-TANGENT.

tang. n. co-tang. "

Tangent, Co-tangent, my sweet

one,

will

^ r"a

b

~=

ever agree with each

other;

Multiplied.

In!

their result

10.

always

TANGENT

is

90°.

tang

found

to

be one.
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But it
change, movement, or new state of things, there is a cause.
does not say what the cause shall be, nor prev ent its being undisIt is the cause that may be transcendent (or unknowacoverable.
not the law of causation,

ble),

(

To be continued.

how can he

intensity;

is not intense
impress the retina ? The impossibility of any conception of that kind seemed plainly demonstrable. Man's ear can per-

enough

to

ceive sounds of certain pitch only;

)

they

[This part of Mr. Salter's article contains several questions, especially about the affinity of elements, the formation of a salt crystal, and the production of water from H
answer of this number, "Is There Anything Unknowable in CauWe understand that Mr. Salter
sality?", have not been discussed.
expects to hear our opinion on these matters in so far only as they
can serve as instances for an explanation of the problem of causality, for we cannot in a philosophical discussion venture on those

2 O, which, in the editorial

will

seemed

to

if they are too high or too low
by unnoticed.
These imperfections necessarily
preclude man from any knowledge that lies without the

pass

range of his sensory organs, which are the basis of all his cognition.
And yet, a few simple inventions have admitted us to all these
seemingly inaccessible laboratories of nature.

Causes are

sistance have been

IN

KEPLV TO MR. SALTER.

"

Every cause

although there are

is

a motion or change of place and

many phenomena

so complicated that

not as yet been able to discover their causes,

we

the causes exist and that they are motions of

we have

are quite sure that

some

kind, ascer-

tainable and measurable.

The
discover.

reasons.
to

cause, being a motion,

The

difficulty

is,

as a rule, not very difficult to

commences when we begin to search for
phenomenon we have

In order to discover the cause of a

observe the progress of motion,

first

an easy

may prove

task, to trace

many

dull in

comprehended

in

and

them

the touch of the key on the

in-

phenomena. Our senses

statement of the causes in a phenomenon

There

is

nothing to be

is

But the
raw material only

the

The causes of a phenomenon being
reason.
The reason why the chord pro-

with which science works

known we search

for its

duces a certain sound must be sought in peculiar qualities of the

chord and
the chord

its
is

surrounding

air;

perhaps

hammer.

struck by the

also, in the

The chord

manner in which

possesses elasticity

and has a certain tension. Strings not possessing these qualities
will produce other or perhaps no sounds whatever.
If certain
qualities are proven to be the conditions of the effectiveness of the
cause, we can easily formulate this knowledge into an abstract law
which will serve as an explanation for all instances of the same
kind.

The word cause

is

frequently used to designate what

And

sentially different things.

Now, considering

lems.

we have

the license of language which has

kind.

more powerful and indeed more
justified than it is to-day.
The relativity of knowledge seemed
to take all vigor out of science. The human race was recognized to
be limited to this earth; how could a man dare to hope ever to
know of what the sun and the stars consist! The impossibility of
any knowledge of that kind appeared obvious. Man's eye is so
constructed that the impressions of ligjit require a certain time and

many most

perplexing prob-

that causes are comparatively easy to as-

most reasons, even of the simplest phenomena, can
be found only with great difficulty, it seems probable that Mr,
Salter means "reason" not "cause," when he says: " It is the
cause that may be transcendent," The reasons of innumerable
phenomena of nature are Still unknown and are supposed to be unknowable by minds of mystic disposition. But their being unknown by no means justifies us in considering them as unknowable.
The successful solution of so many perplexing problems
should encourage our scientists to devote their efforts to those
problems which appear hopeless to us now.
But the problem whether there is anything unknowable in

certain, while

causation

lies

deeper

When

still.

representing the reason why,

it is not a motion, not a single event, not a separate occurrence
but a general law or an abstract rule, a formula that comprehends

same

much

they have simply to be stated.

for

In former ages skepticism was

requires

in natural

be invented.

will

facts,

fidently speak of the

possible instances of the

it

nevertheless compara-

it

subtile cases, but instruments for our as-

hammer, the vibration of the chord,
the vibration of the air, then of the tympanum, then the irritation
of the auditory nerve, and the perception of sound.
In order to
know a cause we must either directly or indirectly experience it.
A cause is a fact, an event, an occurrence, that must be stated.
Our reason, which is the faculty of comprehending, is called into
action when we ask for an explanation of the fact.
This explanation is something quite different from the cause of a phenomenon,
piano, then the rising of the

all

very-

is

discrimination,

sanctioned this confusion, produces

In no one of our examples can the causes be called transcendent
or unknowable.

this

defined as reason or raison d'etre, although both ideas are two es?

Mr. Salter says; "The law of causation is perfectly intelligible * * * it is the cause that may be transcendent or unknowable

tively

and although

facts of nature;

that of gravity, or affinity, or crystallogeny, but that of causality,

THERE ANYTHING UNKNOWABLE IN CAUSATION

is

impossible.

genuity and critical

and the purpose of our discussion is fully accomplished if we succeed in making the law of causation intelligible.
The idea that many mysterious problems will find their solutions by a consideration of form has been discussed on page 1048
of The Open Court, in a letter on " The Origin of Life and the
Problem of Memory." The significance of form will be discussed
again, and on a broader basis, in connection with Kant's conception of the a priori, as soon as time and space will allow.
We shall recur to Mr. Salter's question as to " What takes the
place of the chemist in Nature's laboratory?" and to the other subjects in our next issue, in so far as all these problems have reference to the idea of an animated nature. In reply to another question of Mr. Salter's, about self-motion, we shall discuss, in No. 60,
the problem, "Is Nature Alive?"
Ed.]

It

our knowledge, so often impugned, that allows an indirect, yet very reliable, apprehension where a direct observation is
relativity of

grounds of natural sciences which are not yet sufficiently explored,
and in each case it takes a specialist even to present the problem
Our problem at present is neither
in a correctly formulated way.

IS

ever expect to have information about the

path of the lightning-flash or about stars whose light

dualistic

philosophers so con-

Unknowability of a First Cause, they undoubtedly mean the ultimate raison d 'itre of phenomena, which
would be the most general and therefore universal law, under

which all the other less general laws had to be classified, and from
which they will find their explanation.
If a group of phenomena is classified and formulated into a law,
this law represents the reason why these phenomena occur.
But
with this the task of science

is

also, and

we ask again what

ceed

finding a reason for this law,

in

is

law

is

in its turn

the reason of this law.

general law which shows that the

For our law
an explanation

not yet exhausted.

demands

first

When we

suc-

be seen to be a more
formulated and less general
it

will

only a special and perhaps at the same time a complicated

instance of other, simpler

phenomena with which we

are

more

fa-

miliar.

Let us take, for example, the phenomenon referred to by Prof.
on page 11 15 of The Open Court.
"Smoke rises

Mach

into the air."

*

*

*

We

formulate a law that " heavy bodies

THE OPKN COURT.
tend downwards and light ones upwards.

soon turned out how-

It

ever that even smoke had weight, and that

was forced upwards

it

only because of the downward tendency of the
is

as

air,

wood

is

forced to the surface of water because the water exerts the great-

Thus many cases and formulas of quite
different phenomena, which at first sight seemed to be irrelaw.
concilable, are comprehended under one more general
Science went further.
Newton discovered that the fall of a
stone toward the center of the earth and the circuit of the moon
around the earth could be classified as two instances of one and the
same law, which has been called by one word gravitu/ion. Gravi-

downward

er

pressure."

tation has so far solved very intricate

them, because

we can

think of

problems.

has solved

It

many phenomena

together as being
quality of matter.
thus " econo-

produced by one and the same
mize our thought" (as Professor

We

Mach would

express

and, to use

it)

Professor Kirchhoff's words, we are thereby enabled to
certain
sive

phenomena

of motion in the most simple

'

'

describe

and comprehen-

way."
Gravitation, which is not as yet explained, can just as litbe considered the mimgci of our knowledge in physics, as the

tle

idea of affinity

mands

is

the

iiltiinatum of chemistry.

explanation also; and

its

some

Gravitation de-

have ventured on

scientists

Saxon verb ««</('«/(;«, /i'h, has its primary sense of "among, between,
German iinu-r and the Latin inter. Understanden means
to stand under or in the midst of things, so as to see all the dif-

as has the

The Latin intelligo (inter-lego) rests on the
figure of comparison. The concept and the word transcendency convey the idea that the solution of all problems should ultimately be sought outside of the world, behind or beyond the
realm of nature, so that cognition would be obliged to transgress
ferent aspects at once.

same

the -sphere of knowability in order to get possession of

The

denote the most immanent quality of things. It would be the most obvious and most simple truth of which all other cases would be more
complicated instances, for
tainly,

it

ception of

monism

the different
the

same

which teaches the unity of

realized,

truths

law.

more

many
we were

appear as so

Now, suppose

is

the conAll

truth.

to

account for

all.

Cer-

is

it

generalized, the emptier the circle of

special applications of

progresses, the

would be used

would be " unaccountable " and " inexplicable." But at
the same time there is no doubt that we would need no explanation, and in so far as this could be proven, it would
be accountable and explicable.
It would be a great error to imagine that if we knew this most
general law we would be in possession of the key to all the problems of the world. We must not forget that the more a statement
in so far

from attraction. Gravitation would be the mechanical attraction
between two masses, while affinity should be called molecular attraction.
Even if this is true, we are still very far from seeing the
how and -.i'liy of this hypothesis, so as to propose it as a consistent
and obvious theory.

modern science

it

could not be deduced from a more general statement, and

tive

further

it.

ultimate raison d'etre, far from being transcendent, would

the hypothesis that both affinity and gravitation are explainable

The
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is

contents will be of posiother instances are

all

the most general law would

also for their comprehension.

crimination

its

To know why and how

information.

Generalization

be necessary

only one-half, dis-

is

the other half of comprehension.

Dualistic philosophers have supposed natural

be mere shadows of the realities behind phenomena.

upon phenomena

phenomena to
They looked

as visible effects of invisible causes.

they thought, penetrates through

applications of one and

glimpse of the real things.

in possession of all truth;

to afford

The

phenomena

in

Cognition,

order to get a

discovery of natural laws seemed

the whole universe would be mirrored in our mind, methodically

such knowledge of what was considered the real and invisible causes.
They appeared as eternal entities behind a tran-

arranged. All the formulas and laws of the different sciences would

sient sham-existence.

be recognized to constitute one great system, and one law would

tably

be seen to pervade the whole.

that

This supreme law being the most

general would represent the ultimate raison d'etre of

laws and

it

and

it

could not, in

its

turn,

be reduced

it is

more genunknowable

must be transcendent.

Agnosticism

is

far a progress as

we would

The

the latest revival of skepticism.

ticism declared that

we could know

nothing:

opinion, objective truth does not exist.

as

the other

it

express

limits
it,

transcendency

to the ultimate

There would be no objection

all

old skep-

knowledge

is

Agnosticism marks
to the " First

mere
in

so

Cause";

or,

raison d'olre of the world.

to the agnostic

idea,

if

the ultimate

raison d'etre were delared to be the limit of knowledge, the point

where our investigation would naturally come to a halt. But then
we must know that the whole of reality, with all its inexhaustible wealth of problems, lies within the bounds of knowability, while beyond that limit is empty nothingness.
Mr. Spencer says:
" For,

if

the successively deeper interpretations of nature wliicli consti-

sion that real

advancing knowledge are merely successive inclusions of special truths
general, it obviously follows that the most general truth not admitany other, does not admit of interpretation. Manifestly,
as the most general cognition at which we arrive cannot be reduced to a more
general one, it cannot be understood. Of necessity, therefore, explanation
must eventually bring us down to the inexplicable. The deepest truth which
we can get at must be unaccountable. Comprehension must become something other than comprehension before the ultimate fact can be comprehended."

more

ting of inclusion in

Comprehension, it seems, has from the beginning been to Mr.
How can it, all of a
Spencer something different than it is to us.
sudden, change into its contrary? Comprehension is the act of
comprehending, or comprising; it is is the act of erasping in our
mind several things at once, being derived from com-prehendnre, to
grasp together. To understand means the same. Under, in the Anglo-

this

view of nature, we shall inevi-

From

Monism

knowledge

this standpoint

the truism

impossible.

is

The

rejects this dualism.

monistic view

is

positive,

and positivism accepts natural phenomena as facts. There is no
difference between primary, remoter, and ultimate facts. There is
but one kind of facts: such as are real. Real facts, natural phenomena, are at the same time primary and ultimate facts. Knowlit were, mirrored in our
that its image exists in our brain
which occasionally can become conComprehension does not go and cannot go beyond facts,
scious.
A considerabut is simply a matter of systematic arrangement.

edge of facts means that they are, as

To know

minds.

a thing

means

as a feeling nerve-structure,

tion of this kind,

hoff to omit

the

must have been,
word " causes" in

it

that induced Professor Kirchhis

definition of mechanics.

His work, published 1875, commences with these words:
" Mechanics is the science of motion. Its object we define to be

this;

To

describe with exhaustive tlwroughitess and the greatest attainable simflicilji
the motions that are taking place in nature."

tute
still

Taking

to mysticism.

of the relativity of knowledge would be tantamount to a confes-

to a still

Accordingly, the modern agnostic says,

eral law.

all

come down

In his inaugural address upon entering the Rectorship at Heihad spoken of " the causes that

delberg, in 1865, Prof. Kirchhoff

condition

motion."

The omission

of the

word

cause, therefore,

a progress from metaphysicism (or at least the possibility of
All our knowledge is a description
metaphysicism) to positivism.
our comprehension is economy of thought,
of facts, and all

marks

through greater simplicity combined with exhaustiveness.

The law

of causation applies to all natural

not to nature as a whole;
/.

e.

,

it

explains

it

why they appear

law of causation does not apply

in these special

forms.

to existence in abstraeto.

existence can have no cause; abstract existence

ment

phenomena,

btit

accounts for the single things as such;

is

of the self-evident fact that existence exists.

But the
Abstract

simply the state-

THE OREN COURT.
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there

If

is

anything transcendent,

stubborn

in their

THE LOST MANUSCRIPT.*

these facts themselves

it is

are knowable,

All their relations

reality.

all

their forms accounted
qualities can be explained, and
but their abstract existence, why they are at all, why anything and the whole world exists, remains and will remain
absoluteness of
If
this
a fact.
what it always has been

BY GUSTAV FREYTAG.

their
for;

—

be called transcendency, we must confess that transcendency and immanence are two aspects of one and the same thing,
reality or
there
for
is nothing so immanent in the world as its
facts

to

is

the fact of

its

P, C,

existence,

THE STONE'S FALL.
IN

REPLY TO MR, SALTER,

We

must recur to Mr. Salter's instance of the stone's fall once
more, because of an expression in our reply (p, 1241, first column,
" Being suslines 32 and 33), which cannot but be misleading,
pended " conveys the idea that there is no motion or change of

moment when the stone reaches the highest point of
The fact is that the stone from the beginning of the throw

place at the
its rise.

to its subsequent descent never ceases to be in motion, although

the velocity of

becomes
into a

its

zero, the

downward

ascent

direction of

motion upwards

its

is

two forces acting
caused by the efgravity, which is* the down-

a combination of

the throw, which

stone: first, that of

my

ally acting

mentum

at

upon the stone;

is

momentum imparted by

The momentum produced by

continu-

is

stone a less mo-

but, inducing in the

the start than the

the stone rises.

changed

is

hand; and second, that of
ward pull towards the earth. The force of gravitation

fort of

it

the throw,

the force of gravity

in the direction of the earth is continually and rapidly increasing
and will soon be greater than the momentum produced in the upward direction by the throw, which remains constant. When the
stone reaches the highest point of its rise, the momentum induced
by gravity has become equal to the momentum imparted by the

throw; the stone seems to rest for an imperceptible moment before
falling; but it is just as much in constant motion as if it were

thrown

in

a curve; there

no

is

neiii

cause interfering, nor

is

any new

force called into activity.

Causation

is

The

the progress of motion.

progress of motion

takes place under certain circumstances, (which on page 1201 have

been called conditions,

they are indispensable).

if

stances in this case are the mass of the stone,

its

The circumdistance from

the centre of the earth, the mass of the whole earth, the accelera-

due

tion

to

The Chamberlain had
the throng after the

the

gravity,

resistance

the air,

of

An

etc.

in-

quiry into these things and their qualities would afford us the reasons of the stone's fall; and these reasons, of course, are not motions; they are formulated as natural laws.
The circumstances,
being certain qualities, are in this case, as in most others, productive of additional motion; potential energy is changed into

But without a preceding change of place this
would be impossible; there must be a motion (a change of place) of
kind, to cause such a change.

An avalanche would

lie

on the Alpine ridge

for all eternity

if it

were not started by some motion. But under certain conditions

the

flapping wing of a bird might suffice to hurl the whole mass

down, thus creating kinetic

energy

through an almost imperceptible cause.
s

without a cause; and the cause

of

enormous

an

No phenomenon

The downward

ality that

nature

p. c.

pull

always exists

arao'unt
in

always a change of place, a

is

motion of some kind.
*

extricated the Prince from

encounter.

The

latter

was

room, pale and dismayed at the consequences likely to ensue from the unfortunate incident.
The Chamberlain also was terrified, for the responsibility of this fracas would fall upon his head.
Besides this he felt real sympathy for the young Prince,
who so deeply felt the insult to his honor, and who,
with a fixed and saddened gaze, received no comfort
from the assurance that his princely honor could suffer
no more injury from these plebeians than from the
sparrows on the tree.
After a sleepless night the Prince received the
sitting in his

leaders of the

Markomanns, who came

the decision of their corps.
senior

officer,

Beppo, had

sent the Prince in

all

They

to

announce

stated that their

been chosen

to

repre-

further dealings with the Ar-

minian, and he, Beppo, chivalrously begged him to

concede

i

ir

caused by

t;ravity;

it

is

^v

to

him

this honor;

he added

that, in the opin-

ion of his association, the Arminian had no claim to
the privilege of receiving a challenge in consequence
of that vile insulting

word, and

refuse any further

participation in the matter, the

if

the Prince should

Markomanns would

take all the consequences on themBut they could not conceal from him that
they alone held this view, nay, even some of their own
corps had objected. All things, therefore, considered,
they thought the best course would be for the Prince
the greatness of which they
to make this concession
selves.

—
—

undoubtedly deeply felt to the academical custom.
The Prince had not yet recovered his self-possession, so the Chamberlain begged the gentlemen to allow his Highness some hours for reflection.
Meanwhile our student, who had been restrained
b)' the consideration of his academical duties, and had
kept aloof from any personal implication, in great perplexity went to the Doctor with this news, as in this
The
affair he could not venture before the Rector.
Doctor hastened to his friend, who had already had
an account from the beadles and the police.
"

kinetic energy.

some

first

direction.

The whole phenomenon
upon the

when

constantly decreasing and

is

CHAPTER XX/F— Continued.

As regards

the personal conflict of the Prince,

I

have as yet received no notice, and it is perhaps desirable, both for him and the University, that it should
not be entered into. I shall be watchful and endeavor
to provide against further consequences; and I shall
perform the duties of my office in every direction in
the strictest way; but do your best to prevent my
learning any details of this affair, except what may
give me just ground for taking official steps."
The Chamberlain was almost in a similar quandary
as our student; he also went full of anxiety to the Doc-

nth things.
*

Translation copyrighted.

k
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tor,

related the quarrel,

and asked what the Doctor

COURT.

Prince should himself appear before them in fencing

considered was the duty of the Prince, and whether
he ought to allow himself to be represented in a duel.

attire

replied, with some reserve: " Duels
and wrong! If the Hereditary Prince is
imbued with this view, and is willing to take upon
himself the consequences to his own life, and at some
future day to his government, I will be the last to oppose this martyrdom. But if your young master is not
free from the prejudices of his class, and has been impressed with the idea that there is a certain honor for
cavaliers and officers, which is different from that of men
of honor in general, and which, in certain cases, makes a

he found the

The Doctor

are senseless

duel necessary,
(juestion

your Prince

if

is

upon these grounds, and

going to decide the
in future govern ac-

cording to such views, in that case I will unreservedly
acknowledge that I cannot allow him the right to set

honor

liimself in opposition to the ideas of

of

our aca-

"

Then you

" that

the Prince

must consent

to the offer of a repre-

"

can only say that the
It apidea of a representative does not please me.

opinion," said the Doctor.

pears to

me

that the affair

is

I

simple,

— either reason or

personal courage."
rose quickly. " That is quite imwould be an unheard of deviation from custom, and would produce new and painful complica-

The Chamberlain

possible;

it

tions for the Prince;

convictions of what

it is

is

also entirely contrary to

my

allowable to a royal prince, and

under no considerations can the proposition be further
entertained."

The Chamberlain went away not much pleased
with the radical views of the Doctor.

home he said to the Prince:
" The affair must be settled
father can learn of

it.

Your

On

his return

quickly before your

father, considering the

cil

should

finally

perhaps be best."
The great leader Beppo, one of the best swordsmen of the University, was to fight for the Hereditary
Prince. But now it appeared that the Arminians were
will

by no means satisfied with this idea of a representative, and raised the impudent pretension that the

enter the

lists

the other

against the other

men

of their

was declined. They wished by this to relieve
the Prince of the whole affair, as it might be assumed
that even the great strength of the Arminian would be
exhausted before half the names on his list were canNothing, therefore, remained but for the two
combatants to fight together at two different times,

celled.

Markomann,

"We

shall

in the

name

of the Prince,

first.

do our best to make the second meeting

unnecessary," said the

Markomann

significantly to the

representative of the Arminian, on the breaking-up of
the conference.

Every precaution was taken

to keep the fatal duel
concerned in it knew the hour: even
to their near associates another day was spoken of;
for the beadles were watchful, and the University had
been called upon by the highest authorities to avert
further consequences by all means in their power.
The day before the duel, the Prince invited the
Markomanns to dinner, and there was so much talk upon
relevant matters that the Chamberlain felt decidedly uncomfortable.
Shortly before the breaking-up of the
party, the Prince was standing with Beppo in a recess
of the window; suddenly he seized the hand of the
young man, held it fast, and his frame was violently
convulsed with suppressed sobbing. The valiant youth
looked at the Prince much moved.
"All will go well, your Highness," said he, consol-

secret; only those

to

That

first

On

the Arminian

corps,

sentative."

"

to enter the lists for the Prince.

hand, their cunning proposition that

ingly.

The Prince looked down, depressed, and

which the Markomanns had quickly

of seniors,

lowed

"For

hibit

said:

stout Ulf, for instance,

called together, decided that a substitute should be al-

your opponent, would positively proany concession on your part; and yet I see that
the future intercourse of your Highness with the body of
the students, and even perhaps other personal relations,
will be greatly endangered if the public opinion here
If, therefore, I may
is not in some measure satisfied.
counsel your Highness, it will be to make a great concession, and accept Herr von Hailing as your represocial standing of

The

shirt.

Markomann leader also on his list, and
he would not renounce the delightful prospect of having a pass with that gentleman in his private capacity.
This could not be denied. Meanwhile a large coun-

are of opinion," said the Chamberlain,

sentative?"
" I have neither the right nor the wish to offer an

and cambric

the originator of the whole embroilment, declared that

the

demical youths."

'257

you, but not for me," replied the Prince, and

turned away.
As towards evening the Hereditary Prince walked
restlessly through the rooms, the Chamberlain, who
also wished to be relieved from his troubled thoughts,
proposed that they should that evening pay a visit to

This was the only place where he was sure
hear nothing of the disagreeable history, and he was
sharp- sighted enough to guess that this visit would be
the Rector.

particularly agreeable to the Prince.

Use knew everything. Our student friend, who
had involuntarily played the magpie, creating mischief
between the parties, still haunted the neighborhood;
he ventured, on one of the student evenings, to remain behind with Penelope when the others went into

THE OREN
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the Rector's room; he related the whole quarrel, dethe Prince, and

COURT.

allow another to brave your opponent and endanger

To

scribed the dangerous position of

himself on account of the wrong you have done.

say nothing of the occurrence to her
husband. When, therefore, the Prince entered, a forced
restraint and uneasiness was manifest in those present.

lead a stranger to wrong, to compel another to risk

begged her

to

his

The Chamberlain was more charming than

ever, and
Court stories, but without effect.
The Prince sat embarrassed in his place, next to Use;
he felt the seriousness of even her friendly words; he
related

gan, with unsteady voice:

"You once showed me the portraits of famous men
may I ask you to let me see the volume

that you have;

again?"

Use glanced

at

him and

rose.

She

ume

without interest,

before him; he looked over

it

low tone:
wished was to be alone with you. I am
helpless and very unhappy. I have no person on earth
"All

I

me disinterested advice as to what I
have given offense to a student, and have
been bitterly insulted by him. And I am now comwho

will give

shall do.

I

pelled to allow another to

fight out

the quarrel for

me."

"My

poor Prince!" cried Use.

"Do

not speak to

me

of

it,

gracious lady, with the

which a woman would regard it, but speak,
as if you were my friend in advice. That I should burden
you with my troubles makes me feel at this moment
contemptible to myself, and I fear I seem so also to
He glanced gloomily down.
you."
Use spoke softly. " I can only say what is in my
heart; if your Highness has done an injustice, apologize for it; if you have been insulted, forgive it."
The Prince shook his head.
"That would be of no use, it would only disgrace
me afresh in my own eyes, und those of all others. It
was not on that point that I ask you. Only one thing
I wish to know; ought I to allow another to fight my
All say that I must do
battle because I am a prince?
it; but I have no confidence in any, only in you."
The blood mantled in Use's face. " Your Highness lays a responsibility upon me that frightens me."

feelings with

"You once

told

me

the truth," said the Prince,

gloomily, "as no one on earth has yet done,

and every
word you spoke was good and from your heart. I
therefore now pray you to give me your honest

"And

"

I

feel just as

you do," he

" Everj'thing of this kind

said, at last.
is

dreadful," continued

Use, wringing her hands; "everywhere there seems
to

be

ill-will

and thoughts

of

bloody revenge.

impossible for you to prevent a wrong,

But,

if

your
duty to take care that it does not become greater, and
that its consequences do not fall on the head of another, only on your own.
My heart tells me that you
must yourself do, if not what is right, at all events what
is least wrong."
The Prince nodded his head, and again sat silent.
" I cannot speak of it to those about me," he began, at last, "least of all to him," pointing to the
" If I am to prevent another from
Chamberlain.
fighting in my stead, it must be done immediately.
Do you know any one who can help me?"
" My husband's office forbids his doing anything
But the Doctor?"
for your Highness in this affair.
The Prince shook his head.
" Our student," exclaimed Use; "he is truly devoted to your Highness: he is a countryman of ours,
and feels greatly troubled about this matter."
The Prince reflected.
"Will you allow me to have the use of your servant for a few hours this evening, when you no longer
need him yourself?"
Use called Gabriel into the room, and said to him:
"Do what his Highness desires of you."
The Prince approached the window, and spoke in
a low tone to the servant.
"Leave everything to me, your Highness," said
Gabriel, as he went back to his tea-cups.
The Prince approached Use, who was standing moit is

it

is

tionless, staring at the book.

opinion."

"Then," said Use, looking at him eagerly, while
the old Saxon blood boiled in her veins, "if your Highness began the quarrel, you must end it yourself like
a man, and you must yourself take care that it is done
Your Highness ought not to
in an honorable way.

replied, dejectedly:

courageous, and superior to his adversary."
does your Highness think it right to take ad-

is

vantage of your opponent by the powers of one who
is stronger than yourself?
Whether your representative wins or loses, you will be more indebted to him
than you ought to be to a stranger; and through your
whole life you will be burdened with the thought that
he has shown courage, while you have not."
The Prince became pale and silent.

laid the vol-

at last began, in a

and

He

"

The Prince followed

her, as before, into the next room.

while you quietly look on, would be worst

The Prince

agreeable

saw how sorrowfully her eyes rested upon him, and when
At last he bethey met his he turned quickly away.

life,

of all!"

"I have looked over the portraits," he

said, with

more composure than he had shown during the whole
evening, "and I have found what I was looking for.
I

thank you."

Use

rose,

and returned with him
t

To be continued.)

to the

company.
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Citizen's Atlas of American Politics.
Series of Colored

Maps and

Charts.

lySg-iSSS.

By

FletcJur IF.

With

a

PAMPHLETS

author of " Scribner's Statistical Atlas of the United States.

New

folio, $2.00.

Mr. Hewes has added

York: ("harles Scribner's Sons.

to the literature of

American

history a most peculiarly valuable contribution.

It is

political

unique and comprehensive
shape of an Atlas. By the aid of a semi-pictorial method, he
glance
brings before the eye at one
what would require pages of
text and dry statistics to cover.
The entire history of the political

American

parties

politics

and

statistics in the

from 1776-1888

thus portrayed, and a

is

more

study of the same matter has never been presented.

interesting

Mr. Hewes's

resumi of the political parties includes their origin, times of supremacy, analysis of votes in Presidential elections since 1824,
given by States. The density of settlement, the illiteracy of the
people, the wealth or poverty of different sections are

made

to ap-

pear at a glance and are so vividly impressed as not to be easily
forgotten.

Comprehensive charts come to the assistance of the student of
revenue, and wage problems, and he has at his combefore him material which would fill volumes if reduced
to writing.
Convenience is still further added by the use of different colors upon the maps and charts, which make each class of
tariff,

mand and

From

facts stand out distinct for itself.

these charts radiate va-

and facts from which any question of
the student is answered, and by only a moment's search.
Thus,
for example, can be learned at a glance the comparative condition
of the tariff and the wages of skilled and unskilled labor for any
corresponding periods during the past 40 years. Wages and cost
of living for the same time are likewise compared, and all are comprehended by the eye with no need of mental calculation. Import and export charts show clearly the progress of the various
economic industries, and the corresponding increase or decrease of
revenue and percentage of duty. The distribution of manufactures
and of the wool product are set forth with singular lucidity on two
large county maps of the whole Union.
The strength of the total
foreign population, and of the Irish, German, and other nationalirious channels of statistics

ties separately,

political

parties

receive five distinct maps.

from 1823-1888

States and Counties.

An

1888, with the party platforms

is

America at every point from 1636and principles of 100 years.

By

such aids," the publishers say, and we agree fully " not
only the statistical and political economist, but the masses of the
people

who make

public sentiment and shape public policy,

acquire that knowledge of the country and
essential to intelligent

its

;

may

resources which

is

and successful government."

NOTES.
The Revue de Belgique for August, in an article entitled " The
American Isthmus," contains some interesting extracts from the
diary of a voyage to Central America, in 1858, by Felix Belly, a
concessionaire of the Nicarauga Canal.
The concluding part of
"Women in Ancient Egypt," by Emile Coemans, appears in the
same number.

The poetical contribution "Love and Mathematics," in this
number, has not been published for its poetical value alone. We
see in this little artistic production an instance of the Conciliation
Science with Art, of the rigidity of logical and mathematical
thought with emotional feeling. It is only another aspect of monism which, as The Open Court teaches, leads to a Conciliation of
Philosophy and Religion,
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problem disappears and through this extension of our sphere of experience the growth of thought is possible. Thus the happiest ideas
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existing.
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